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About This Game

Fight your way to the top in DragoDino, an epic adventure set in an ever changing world!

Meet Bob, a DragoDino, and guide him through the 10 levels of the Forest Kingdom in a quest to recover his lost egg stuck atop
a giant tree.

Explore and fight enemies to reach ever higher, collecting powers on your way up to help you in your quest. But be careful, the
guardians you'll meet won't let you through that easily.

Mix and match power ups, play as various DragoDinos, taking advantage of each one's abilities. Enjoy 2 difficulty modes, plus a
free mode to practice and improve. In solo or in co-op, rise to the challenge!

Key Features :
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10 levels

2 difficulty modes : normal (3 lives & checkpoints) / hardcore (1 life, no checkpoint)

2 playable characters with 2 skins

40 power Ups

50 enemies

3 bosses

a local co-op mode

a cartoon world

2 unlockable characters

Special Items revealing Story Content

original soundtrack
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Title: DragoDino
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
TealRocks Studio
Publisher:
Plug In Digital
Franchise:
Plug In Digital
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2017
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Rather lovely, even if a bit short, game. Playtime is around 1,5 to 2 hours.
What I didn't like is how you just walk around the clockhouse looking for items to pick up and conversations to engage without
actually knowing what to do.. settings dont work. 10\/10 would play again. Great game, but the game goes into not responding
then it claim's that the game crashed, I have to restart the game.. Simple, yet quite enjoyable. In this VR experience you find
yourself in a jet back, given the freedom to roam around the city. Be warned this game may induce nausea and vomiting in those
with little VR experience. Making sure your head is always pointing in the direction of travel will help alleviate some of this.
This title also includes some small game aspects, including shooting targets and racing through hoops. Quite a solid download
for the cost.. Despite i'm a casual player, i really loved this one: there's everything for who prefers a well-done storytelling, so
many choices that you could simplify the story... Or complicate, who knows? A well-organized survival mode and a good tool
crafting section complete the cold setting of the game! I suggest you this, because it's worth it!
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Short, but sweet. Very creepy atmosphere.. It's still a great game. Sadly no one plays it anymore. I can only wish that good times
will come and I will be able to play this again.. This is the best Creeper World game ever made. It is worth it at any price, but
especially worth it now if you buy it during the Steam Winter Sale as you can get it the Anniversary Edition discount price or as
part of the KnuckleCracker bundle. It has nothing in common with CW2, but if you've played CW3 you will recognize all the
units instantly. You can get through the campaign in a long weekend; it has 20 maps. However, where this game shines is the
replayability function-- every single day-- every single day has a new map. And you can go back and play old maps regardless of
when you buy it, so if you want to play the map for July 4th, 1976, that's in here somewhere. And you post your best time online
to compare/compete with the best times of others.

Gameplay:
For those who has never played Creeper World, it's basically a Tower Offense game. In every map you have a base called Odin
City, and you have to build outward from there. Instead of random monsters, the bad guy is watery, ocean-like 'Creeper' that
keeps rising; you have mortars and drones to beat it back. However, they cost energy and so you will also spend a great deal of
time building energy farms and reactors, all of which always have to connect back to Odin City.

The game is fun, exciting, and highly addictive. Plus it's got a new visual upgrade for Steam so it looks far nicer than the
original version. Well worth getting!. Absolute piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Did you expect something
other than that? Scroll back on up and take a look at the "About" section xD

Refund imminent.

Video:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=DY1Ywl-s27c. RAWR LOTS OF SPACESHIPS AND SPLOSIONS LOL
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